Bishop's extensive erotic life was. Would it be helpful to recall the words of an old Frank Sinatra song: "I fall in love too easily, I fall in love too fast; I fall in love so terribly hard, for it to ever last." A particularly gloomy affair to contemplate was with 25-year-old Roxanne Cumming, whom Bishop took up with when she spent time teaching at the University of Washington in 1966 . Cumming was about to give birth to a child, and mother and child accompanied Bishop back to Brazil where Lota, furious, had already learned of the affair. What part it played in Lota's suicide one can't say, but Roxanne Cumming, after being sent home to her husband, eventually surfaced again in Cambridge when Bishop was teaching there. Marshall says in a note, "It is difficult to establish precisely what happened between them in the months February through March 1970." I should think it was not pleasant.
I have two reservations about Marshall's heroic effort to put Bishop together. The first is a recurring use of "perhaps" as when, addressing the question of how Bishop and Lota became lovers after Bishop became very sick from eating an ill-advised cashew fruit: "Perhaps Lota stroked the suffering Elizabeth's stiff wild hair with its ripples of grey." This is one in a stream of perhapses, which could be justified on the grounds that the biographer wants to remain speculative and open in her suppositions. On the other hand, there is Ezra Pound's comment in the margin of the version of Eliot's The Waste Land he oversaw: "Perhaps be damned." My second reservation is about the use of overly "steamy" language to describe erotic attraction (like the stroking of "stiff wild hair") as when Marshall sets the scene for Bishop's betrayal of Lota with their mutual friend, Lilli Correia de Araujo, whom Bishop visits for two weeks in Ouro Preto, Brazil: "How long after her arrival . . . did she write a poem for long-limbed Scandinavian Lilli"? The heroic epithets sound slightly absurd, as they do when Doctor Ruth Foster becomes "the tall, blue-eyed analyst." There were a number of blue-eyed women in Bishop's life, from Dr. Foster to Alice Methfessel, the "slim and athletic Kirkland house secretary with blue blue blue eyes." Marshall includes an appealing antidote to the "romantic" side when she reveals that Bishop once announced to her friend Frank Bidart that she'd never met a woman she couldn't "make."
Despite these perhaps trivial objections, Megan Marshall's book is such as to make the cliché "a labor of love" inadequate to characterize its combination of the scholarly with the personal. In a recent New York Times op-ed piece, Andrzej Franaszek, the Polish critic and Miłosz biographer, argues that Czesław Miłosz remains relevant today because of his perceptive writings about the 20 th century's various -isms. Miłosz, who was born in 1911 and died in 2004, had witnessed Communism, Fascism, and the Holocaust personally. The fact that homegrown chauvinism and xenophobia are once again occupying the front pages of newspapers in Europe and elsewhere is a tragedy. Those of us lucky enough to have been born in more peaceful times should keep in mind that the world has been through this already, and that, even in the darkest of times, there are lessons to be gleaned from poetry and prose. This is the silver lining not just in Franaszek's piece, which argues that Miłosz still matters because "the last decade has demonstrated how the mechanisms of mind control Miłosz exposed continue to be deployed throughout the globe," but in the poet's vast oeuvre as well. Exploring Franaszek's biography alongside the newly reprinted New and Collected Poems makes for a prescient reading indeed.
The books singled out by Franaszek as troves of insights, The Captive Mind, which explicates reasons why intellectuals gravitate toward dictatorial regimes, and the more overtly autobiographical Native Realm, are classics of the essay form. However, after reading the op-ed piece, I found myself rereading two of my favorite Miłosz poems. "So Little" can best be characterized as a short lament by a speaker disillusioned with the ways of the world. Harking back to the biblical story of Jonah, the poem is a quintessential example of Miłosz doubting his poetic vocation. "I said so little. / Days were short," it begins, in translation by Lillian Vallee and the author. The hinted-at urgency soon gives way to a note of despair. Chastising himself for, presumingly, having failed as a poet unmoored on the distant shores of California, Miłosz confesses, "My heart grew weary / From Joy, Despair, Ardor, Hope." From Franaszek's biography we learn that the counterculture movement, which Miłosz saw firsthand at Berkeley in the Sixties, where the students donning Mao caps and shirts marched angrily through campus, was a difficult time in his life. Like Jonah, the poet ended up getting swallowed by "The White whale of the world," and lost track of "What in all that was real." Miłosz, a philosophical and religious poet first and foremost, "always aspired to a more spacious form," as he put it in "Ars Poetica?," that would transgress the specifics of a particular genre, be it poetry or prose, in the service of reaching communion between the reader and the author. That's why sequences and the long poem were his forte. Unlike so many of Miłosz's poems, "So Little" stands out in his oeuvre precisely because it derives its power and authenticity from its sparseness.
A little over twenty years later, Miłosz would publish another poem that questions what had by then become nearly his entire life's work. "The Thistle, the Nettle," translated by the author and Robert Hass, opens with an epigraph by Miłosz's French-Lithuanian uncle, O. V. De L. Miłosz, then continues for a total of nine lines:
The thistle, the nettle, the burdock, and belladonna Have a future. Theirs are wastelands And rusty railroad tracks, the sky, silence. Who shall I be for men many generations later? When, after the clamor of tongues, the award goes to silence? I was to be redeemed by the gift of arranging words But must be prepared for an earth without grammar, For the thistle, the nettle, the burdock, the belladonna, And a small wind above them, a sleepy cloud, silence.
For Miłosz poetry writing was never about "arranging words" on the page. In his introduction to Franaszek's biography, its co-translator Michael Parker believes that superb intellect and artistic skill equipped Miłosz for the task of truth-seeking that stemmed from enduring and processing "imaginatively experiences and sufferings which might well have destroyed a less driven individual." Seeking the truth comes with a periodic stocktaking, what with reflection being a central component of any meaning-making. This poem does strike a melancholy note, yet it also feels strangely serene. The realms where these weeds thrive are part of an ecosystem that, one might argue, also belongs to poets, bilingual insurance officers who write prose, and bankers in three-piece suits moonlighting as critics and editors. By writing himself into Nature, which he thought demonic, Miłosz highlights the stormy nature of artistic creation and his own personality. The duality of the poem's final image, equally bucolic and fallow, sends us beyond the frame of the poem itself, where poetry continues no matter who's in power or whose tanks are rolling across which border. Andrzej Franaszek's fine biography, which English-speaking audiences can now read in a truncated edition of the 2011 Polish bestseller, is beautifully written, with a strong sense of narrative running through it. Miłosz was born in Lithuania-the region, not the country we know today-which at the time was under Tsarist rule. "Time was measured by the rhythm of harvesting, with Lithuanian peasants, Polish nobility, Jewish tradesmen and Russian civil servants bustling alongside each other and living in relative peace." Miłosz's family spoke Polish at home. Franaszek makes a point of connecting the innocence of the childhood steeped in local lore and the sounds and smells of the village where the family lived to Miłosz's wanderings later in life, when he writes, "No other place he subsequently lived, not Wilno, Warsaw, Montgeron, Berkeley would displace Szetejnie as the name which embodied 'home' in the deepest meaning of the world." Of course it wasn't long before those ethnic and interest groups would turn on one another. "History had the capacity to penetrate even his earthly paradise. A grenade thrust by a Lithuanian hand into a Polish manor house," Franaszek writes, "marked the symbolic end of the idyll." His family, as Franaszek points out, "thought of themselves as Polish," but they also supported the centuries-old coexistence of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland, a political Commonwealth that had ceased to exist after three partitions by Prussia, Austria, and Russia. Throughout his life, Miłosz loved calling himself "Lithuanian," which underscored his family's "cult of separatism" and his hatred of Polish nationalism.
As a college student in Wilno, studying law, Miłosz got involved in a vagabond club and leftist literary circles suffused with the revolutionary spirit of the time. Wilno, which in 1922 became a part of Poland, remained a tinderbox of competing political and ethnic interests. Miłosz edited a compilation of social poetry, although, with time, he came to see his "so-called poetry of social protest" as journalism, not art. He might have fathered a child but chose to run from the responsibility of marriage and parenthood to Paris, which was to play an important role in his life before and after the Second World War. Recalling his first impressions of the city nearly 50 years later, in the poem "Bypassing Rue Descartes," translated by Renata Gorczynski and Robert Hass, he calls himself "shy, a traveler, / A young barbarian just come to the capital of the world." And two stanzas later: "I had left the cloudy provinces behind, / I entered the universal, dazzled and desiring." What ultimately emerges from these handful of pages during which Franaszek traces the relationship between Miłosz and his lover Jadwiga, who-astonishingly!-reconnected by way of letter writing in the 1980s, is that Miłosz was a philanderer. Although unconcerned with acquiring material possessions, he craved change, which didn't preclude him from maintaining an intense focus on whatever, as the staying goes, his heart desired. "Miłosz caused intense grief by rejecting love," Franaszek writes, "and then for a long period had sexual relationships without emotional involvement." He was wiling to sacrifice personal relationships in order to get what he wanted, including fulfilling his literary goals. "Around 1938," Franaszek points out, one young Polish critic called Miłosz "the greatest living Polish poet, one whose level of talent could be compared to that of Mickiewicz."
The Second World War changed everything for millions of people. The brutal Nazi occupation of Poland pushed many men and women into the resistance. Miłosz and his future wife Janina (her friends preferred the diminutive: Janka), who met before the war as employees of Polish Radio and were to be officially married only in 1956, were involved with various cultural and artistic activities meant to prevent the erasure of the Polish identity by the Germans. In what is arguably his most quoted poem, a defiant statement that also happens to be pierced with doubt despite having been hijacked in America as a poem heralding poetry's saving power, the 1945 "Dedication," the speaker addresses the younger Polish poets who perished in the Warsaw Uprising of 1944, having accepted the highly Romanticized call to bear arms in the ranks of what was the largest underground army in occupied Europe. "There is in me no wizardry of words," he tells them while pleading with them to let him be. Miłosz was too clear-headed for combat.
As a left-leaning poet, he had always been sensitive to the suffering of others, but the outbreak of an uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto on April 19, 1943, shook him to the core. Franaszek addresses the much-talked-about carousel being positioned right outside the wall, on the Aryan side, which has become a symbol of Polish anti-Semitism and Poles' indifference to the suffering of their Jewish neighbors, by stating, "It seems more likely that there were a handful of people having fun, while in close proximity a passive crowd stood, stunned, because they were watching those in the merry-go-round seats going up towards the flakes of soot and scorched fragments of burnt clothes, amidst the cries of the dying." Seeing the Ghetto burn resulted in some of Miłosz's most remarkable poems, including "Campo dei Fiori," which juxtaposes the death of Giordano Bruno in Rome and the barbarism embodied in Warsaw during WWII, and, especially, the masterful sequence "Voices of Poor People," which Franaszek compares to The Waste Land and Songs of Experience. The "loneliness of the dying" lamented by the poet in "Campo dei Fiori" takes on a dehumanizing quality in "A Poor Christian Looks at the Ghetto," the penultimate poem in the six-poem sequence; it begins, in the poet's own translation:
Bees build around red liver, Ants build around black bone. It has begun: the tearing, the trampling on silks, It has begun: the breaking of glass, wood, copper, nickel, silver, foam Of gypsum, iron sheets, violin strings, trumpets, leaves, balls, crystals. Poof! Phosphorescent fire from yellow walls Engulfs animal and human hair.
This shattering of the very fabric that connects us to one another forms an unforgettable image that grows more morbid still with the decomposition of the body. The physical ruin reflects our wrecked psyche. The poem ends with a cry of despair, symbolized by the mole making its way through the carnage, greater even than the scale of the destruction, for it arrives couched in timelessness:
What will I tell him, I, a Jew of the New Testament, Waiting two thousand years for the second coming of Jesus? My broken body will deliver me to his sight And he will count me among the helpers of death: The uncircumcised.
After the general uprising broke out the following August, with the idea of liberating Warsaw ahead of the fast-approaching Red Army, a disastrous miscalculation on the part of the London-based government in exile that ordered it, Miłosz and Janka and her mother found themselves in an interim camp set up by Germans on the outskirts of the city. They were freed, eventually, thanks to the efforts of a pleading nun. The Miłoszes spent the remaining months of the war in a village outside of Kraków. When it was time to move on, after the Soviets had arrived, Janka is reported to have said: "We are all going our own ways, but to make it nice for you, since it will be some time before Czesław gets his Nobel Prize, let's drink to it now."
The immediate postwar years saw Miłosz and Janka trying to regain their footing in what was quickly becoming a suffocating place, both politically and artistically. Although he joined the Writers' Union and took part in literary events, his mind was on securing a diplomatic post abroad. "Neither he nor Janka," according to Franaszek, "had any illusions about the quality of life citizens enjoyed under Soviet rule; in childhood both had acquired prejudices against the Russians." When they arrived in New York, however, in 1945, where Miłosz was given a post of a cultural and press officer, they once again had to contend with incongruent thoughts about their surroundings. On one hand, they railed against the spiritual poverty of the American people, whose materialism disgusted them, and on the other Miłosz especially was enchanted by the variegated physicality of America and "tireless in his quest to discover primeval nature, and, chasing his childhood dreams, journeyed to Maine and Vermont, camped in the most remote places, rode horses, travelled in boats to observe beavers, and followed the tracks of bears and moose." The dichotomy felt by the Miłoszes then isn't all that different from the sentiments expressed by today's visitors to the US. Getting immersed in studying and translating American literature and forging connections between Poland and the United States, including establishing the Department of Polish Studies at Columbia University, proved to be his saving grace, at least for the time being. During his second visit to Europe, in 1950, where he was to take up the post of First Secretary in the Polish embassy in Paris, he was recalled to Warsaw and saw his passport confiscated. Having returned to Paris, he defected on February 1, 1951.
Miłosz, who became separated from his partner and their two sons during this time, had been contemplating breaking ties with the Polish government for some time. He felt conflicted about it as an artist but not as a human being. Afterward he even wrote a statement addressed to his fellow citizens in Poland, in which he alludes to the millions killed in the process of "being liberated" by the Red Army and Stalinism: Miłosz quickly became a pariah in the Polish émigré circles, which saw him as an erstwhile Communist sympathizer. Efforts were made to get him back into the States, but the CIA and the State Department had conflicting objectives; Miłosz was a prized defector, but his diplomatic past didn't sit right with the anti-Communists in Washington, not to mention many Polish-Americans, who advocated against bringing Miłosz to America. It was during this difficult time, when Miłosz "paced the room, chain-smoking and scratching himself nervously, not noticing that it caused bleeding," that he began writing three important prose books, including The Captive Mind (1953). That's also when he made a connection with Albert Camus, who had himself been ostracized by the French left just a few years earlier.
Joined eventually by Janka and their sons-after he conducted an equally productive and stormy affair with another woman-Miłosz and the family remained in France until 1960. Andrzej Franaszek's study is a must-read for everyone interested in Czesław Miłosz, true, but also those who wish to learn more about the vagaries of literary fame and vocation. Although Miłosz won prizes and acclaim for his prose works toward the end of his stay in France, his move to America, to teach at University of California at Berkeley, had literally turned him into an unknown poet again, where "he was labeled a political scientist, a university lecturer and, at best, the translator of Zbigniew Herbert's poetry." He refused to write in anything but Polish-he was nearly 50 at the time-which deepened his dependency on Kultura, the eminent Polish-language monthly published in France, and its publishing institute. In 1968 he wrote "My Faithful Mother Tongue" (here in translation by the author and Robert Pinsky), which begins:
Faithful mother tongue, I have been serving you. Every night. I used to set before you little bowls of colors so you could have your birch, your cricket, your finch as preserved in my memory.
This lasted many years. You were my native land; I lacked any other. I believed that you would also be a messenger between me and some good people even if they were few, twenty, ten or not born, as yet. Now, I confess my doubt.
There are moments when it seems to me I have squandered my life.
Of course his life was anything but "squandered." In the 1970s, a steady at first and then intensifying interest in his work can be seen. Having nearly singlehandedly introduced contemporary Polish poetry to Englishspeaking readers, he was now himself being translated, not the least by his Berkeley students. He won the 1978 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, on the strength of a recommendation by another émigré, Joseph Brodsky. Two years later he won the Nobel Prize for Literature. "Once the official ceremonies in Sweden ended, Miłosz travelled to Rome for a private audience with Pope John Paul II, and then on to Paris, where in the church of Saint Pierre du Gros Cailou he read to an audience of 1,200 people." The acclaim brought a renewed interest in his work in Poland, where he had been a persona non grata, and his books were once again in print there. At the same time, the death of Janka, in 1986, as well as a debilitating mental illness befalling his younger son, Piotr, made him a modern-day Job in the eyes of some.
"At the periphery of his life," as Franaszek reminds us, speaking of the 1980s and 1990s, " [Miłosz] experiences fulfillment, recognition, success. There is no need for further struggle, for proving anything or competing with anyone." In 1992, the poet re-married; his new wife, whom he would survive by two years, was an Emory University historian. In 1993 they moved to Kraków, where Miłosz towered over the poetic and intellectual scene, maintaining his legendary work ethic. The younger Polish poets, who came of age after the political and social changes following the end of communism in 1989, weren't thrilled about it. Dubbed the "Barbarians" by literary critics, they sought to seize the moment, so to speak, and document their quotidian, highly individualistic existence rather than write about History or Philosophy or Ideas. Their favorite poets were Frank O'Hara and John Ashbery. Nevertheless, Miłosz was friends with the Who's Who of world poetry, including Seamus Heaney, who recalled:
Miłosz's achievements made me so insecure that I avoided meeting him, but when Robert Hass and Robert Pinsky introduced us in Berkeley in the early eighties, I immediately felt overcome by a sense of peace. . . . We were both Catholics, and we suddenly began to exchange stories about our school days spend amongst habits and birettas. . . . I left . . . with a renewed sense of the man's poetic vision, his fortitude, the scope of his intellectual life and spiritual experiences.
Indeed, the reverence wasn't just literary. When you visit the Baltic port city of Gdańsk today, you will likely visit the monument to the fallen shipyard workers shot by the Polish security forces during the strikes in December 1970. Its base includes an inscription taken from two different stanzas of Miłosz's poem, "You Who Wronged," in Richard Lourie's translation:
You who wronged a simple man Bursting into laughter at the crime, Do not feel safe. The poet remembers. You can kill one, but another is born. The words are written down, the deed, the date.
Miłosz's connection to the monument is both metaphorical and mythical. Although one might argue that the shipyard workers cared little about poetry, the Romantic tradition in Poland has always cast the poet as the spokesperson for the Nation, especially vis-à-vis any foreign threat.
Czesław Miłosz died at his apartment in Kraków, on August 14, 2004, at 11:10 in the morning. I've tried to recall, repeatedly indeed, how I first heard of his passing, but to no avail. My wife and I were living in San Diego, California, at the time. I'm guessing I must've read about it on the internet, in one of the Polish newspapers I still skim every morning. Then, a few years ago, I was translating into English and putting together a volume of poems by Paweł Marcinkiewicz (b. 1969) , who wrote a poem about that very day. Modeled after a Frank O'Hara classic, "The Day Lady Died," Marcinkiewicz's poem, entitled "The Day the Lithuanian Bear Died," begins:
It's 8:20 in Opole, a Saturday, one month after the fall of Bastille, and oh, yes, it's 2004 and I'm getting out of bed to turn on the computer and print out a couple of pages, since I can't read on the screen, and in Outlook I find ads and porn the world doesn't forget about me a day so happy the fog lifted early then I'm driving to town on a steamy beltway and stop at the Makro center to get a burger and a mega Sprite those bookstores in malls and continues, after the speaker makes several more stops to buy DVDs and alcohol, and turns on the radio and hears the news of the poet's death: and sweat is pouring down my face and I remember how one day in Casablanca we were sitting at the table with Carol Jacek and Jurek and he was drooling over the menu-potato pierogies bigos cabbage rolls and talked in poetry and everyone and I stopped breathing The poem's ending hints at what many who knew Miłosz have said about him, mainly that he was courtly yet childish, aloof yet voracious in his marveling at all that the world has to offer. In turn, many of his readers would argue that Miłosz has always been there, that he was the most natural and steady part of their own intellectual and physical environment. More Dionysian than Olympian, Miłosz accepted the demands of being a poet of witness, but not unconditionally and without losing sight of Whitmanesque defiance and multitudes, which he and his times embodied. Franaszek is right to demand that we reread the poet again today, when the ideals we love and cherish have been thrown into disarray by centrifugal forces originating within our very own hearts and minds, alas. Likewise, let's be careful not to diminish in the process his stature as a poet, who "expected poets to find a love for the world within themselves which yields words that are true and that denote reality, and that allows them like a child 'to name a tree, a tree; a man, a man; a star, a star.'" Therein lies his beauty, and power. The first thing to say about One Life: Sylvia Plath is how hard it is to find at the National Portrait Gallery. Other exhibits have been announced there with large, unmissable standup signs straddling the marbled hallways. News of the Plath show is confined to a wall bordering immediately on the single room dedicated to surveying her life. The wall is blandly monochromatic, and thus at odds with the contours of Plath's biography and her art. It's almost as if the museum, awash in honorary depictions of long-ago generals and civil servants of various stripes, would rather we did not discover her there at all.
In fact the show, organized by Smith College archivist Karen Kukil with the NPG's Dorothy Moss, is a model of well-chosen concision andincongruously for Plath-the studious ducking of any and all controversy. (The museum's Josephine Baker show some years back, originating in St. Louis, was not so timid.) The well-known and -documented history of interference with Plath's investigative chroniclers by members of her family, her friends, and her descendants raises the question: In order to gain
